
Becoming Your Happiest Most Positive Self Workbook

Try to do as many of the following exercises as possible.

The more you do, the better you will feel!

1. Do ONLY what lights you up.
Are you doing ONLY what lights you up?

Let’s assess the people that you surround yourself with.

Remember that you are the product of the 5 people you surround yourself with.

This includes friends, spouse, co workers, peers, family, etc.

- Begin to cultivate some awareness of what happens inside your body, mind?

- How do you feel around these people?

- What do you talk about, what do you say?

- How do you feel after you leave their company?

- Do you feel excited, happy, inspired and/or motivated?

- Do you feel lethargic and grumpy, and anxious?

2. ALWAYS choose a high vibration
Where in your life are you allowing negativity to dictate who you are, what you feel, what decisions you
make?

List these now.

Also assess how quickly you can get yourself over a situation or emotion. If you aren’t feeling well, or
someone said or did something that didn’t make you feel very good. Are you able to shrug it off, or does
that thought circulate in your head for minutes to hours to even days on end? Can you stop the
momentum and let that situation, feeling, emotion go through you like the breeze in your hair or are you
holding onto more than you need?



Write down a situation that is bothering you now and see if you can try to let it go – whether that’s by
seeing that person’s side, or can you rationalize the situation? Can you say, “I’m only giving that thought
5 mins and after that I will never think about it again.”

3. Connect to your own awareness/consciousness

Have mindfulness and focus on each task at hand, or the conversation you are having.

Can you vow to putting your full focus into at least one or two tasks a day? Can you do this with a task
that you don’t particularly enjoy?

The more presence and mindfulness you have with each task, thought, meal or experience you have, the
easier it will be to stay present, calm and still – the secrets to a balanced life.

Write down the task and how long you stayed focused.

Write down how long it took to become distracted with a thought of what you could be doing instead, or
something you must do in the future.

4. Think and Speak POSITIVELY
How often do you have negative thoughts about yourself, others or situations?

Pay attention and count them today. Write down a tic every time you have a negative thought.

Now do this with negative words of phrases.

You might surprise yourself.

Every morning say something nice to yourself.

Here’s some examples:

 Create beautiful positive affirmations in every area of your life and repeat them constantly, especially
when a stressful situation arises. Some examples:

 o Body: “My body is beautiful, healthy and fit and allows me to experience life.”

 o Mind: “My mind is so calm and at peace.”

 o Finances: “My income is constantly increasing.”

 o Career/work relationships: “Everyone I work with sees me as an asset and works harmoniously with
me.”

 o Situations of self-doubt/shame/guilt: “I love you _______ (insert your name) and approve of you.”
(Best said looking at yourself in a mirror.)

5. Have GRATITUDE
Begin a gratitude journal.

Write 5 things every morning and evening of what you are grateful for.



It might feel difficult at first, but you’ll be surprised at how good you begin to feel!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Think of a few people who you enjoy having in your life and send them a special thought of how grateful
you are to have them in your life.

Remember you need 4 positive thoughts to out weigh a negative!

6. Have HAPPINESS
Can you truly go beyond needing other people’s affirmations, compliments, appreciation and praise?

Of course you can. All you really need if your own love and appreciation.

The more you make your own, the easier it is to create and feel happiness all day long.

You can also think of a specific memory or a time/experience when you felt so much happiness, love and
joy.

List 5 things, people, places, or memories that put a big smile on your face.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remember these if you are having a particularly difficult moment, day, week, etc. They will help stop the
momentum of the negativity train.

7. Develop and maintain your VALUES
What are some standards that you need for yourself and others.

This is different from expectations. An expectation sets someone up for failure, as usually expectations
aren’t vocalized to the other person.

Values and standards are non-negotiables like friends who are trustworthy.

Ensure that you know what your values are, and ensure the people in your life know these. If they don’t
know them, you may be placing an unattainable expectation.

Constantly assess and reassess relationships. As we are always evolving as people, relationships evolve
too and sometimes the person isn’t meant to be in your life anymore (and that’s ok.)



What are 5 non-negotiables in your life? (examples, trustworthy people, you go to bed early every night
because you value sleep, you need 5 mins of selfcare every morning, etc)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8. Believe in yourself!
Stand tall and proud of yourself!

Ask yourself these questions:
- Why CAN’T I love myself and share my gifts with others?

- WHY would that be selfish? It’s not selfish to GIVE a gift, so why is it selfish to be confident that you
have something special to share with others!?

What makes you feel confident and proud of yourself?

Write a list of words that are powerful and give you confidence and begin to say them to yourself, and
add them into your vocabulary.

Choose some outfits that make you feel POWERFUL and confident.

Listen to some meditations on YouTube or Insight Timer that raise your confidence. Do this before a test,
difficult conversation or day of work.

Have fun with this!!


